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Abstract

Consumer demand studies of animal preference commonly involve the imposition of costs on
access to resource compartments rather than direct costs on resource consumption. The aim of this
study was to analyse how such increasing access costs alter the scheduling of behaviour, in order
to investigate some potential problems with using this technique to measure behavioural priorities.

! .We investigated the effect on mink of placing a cost a weighted door on the access to resources.
Six mink were individually housed in closed economy test arenas. Each consisted of a home cage
! .containing food, water and a nest box , an empty compartment and six resource compartments
with access to a box of hay, a water bath, a raised platform, a wire cylinder, a novel object, and
small toys. Door weights were increased from 0 to 1000 g and the minks’ behaviour was recorded
on video for 8 h per day. As expected, increasing door weight reduced the number of visits to each
compartment but lengthened each visit. Furthermore, as costs on access increased, there were
changes in how mink behaved during each visit to resource-compartments. They became increas-
ingly likely to interact with each resource during a visit, and they showed shorter latencies to
interact with the resources. The time spent in compartments not interacting with the resources also
declined. Overall, these changes in within-visit behaviour meant that the greater the cost on
access, the greater the proportion of time spent with a resource devoted to actually interacting with
it. Thus, the time spent with a resource over-estimated the actual use of that resource, particularly
at lower access costs. These results illustrate the dangers of simply using time spent with a
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resource as a measure of consumption in studies of behavioural priorities. As a consequence of
longer visits and more interaction, the total time spent swimming, manipulating the novel objects
and occupying the hay box did not decline with increasing door weight. However, unexpectedly,
this compensatory re-scheduling did not occur for all activities, because the time spent occupying
the platform, manipulating the toys and the cylinder and the time in the empty compartment
declined with higher access costs. This suggests that increasing access costs for unlimited periods
of time with resources may, although not strictly valid for the production of demand curves, yield
a ranking of behavioural priorities if high enough costs are used. Further research is necessary to
see whether the minks’ failure to defend time spent in the platform, manipulating toys and the
wire cylinder and in the empty compartment does represent the low priority of these activities. Or
whether some other factors, such as constraints on the ability to re-schedule the activities prevent
mink from compensating for higher costs on access. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Providing resources that allow captive animals to express their most preferred
activities has been suggested as being an effective means of improving their quality of

! .life Dawkins, 1990; Matthews and Ladewig, 1994 . Widely recommended in the study
of behavioural priorities is the use of consumer demand techniques derived from human

! .micro-economics e.g., Bannock et al., 1992; Sloman, 1997 . In this approach, a cost is
imposed on consumption of resources and their value is assessed in terms of defence of

! .consumption in the face of increased cost Lea, 1978; Dawkins, 1983, 1990 . In theory,
this provides an objective and quantifiable measure of resource value. In practice,
however, the behavioural priorities obtained for animals may be affected by the exact

! .methodology used e.g., Mason et al., 1997, 1998 . The aim of this study was to
investigate how imposing access costs affects the organisation of behaviour, in order to
assess some potential problems with using this technique in the measurement of
behavioural priorities.
In research on animals, a common technique for assessing resource value is to place a

!cost on access to the resource, rather than directly on its consumption e.g., Larkin and
.McFarland, 1978; Warburton and Nicol, 1998 . The cost can involve overcoming
!obstacles such as squeezing through narrow gaps Nicol, 1987; Cooper and Appleby,

. ! .1996, 1997 , crossing water baths Sherwin and Nicol, 1995; Sherwin, 1996 or
!performing operant tasks such lever pressing Roper, 1973; Sherwin and Nicol, 1996;

.Warburton and Nicol, 1998 . Imposing such costs on access to resources has a number
of implications for the assessment of behavioural priorities.
One implication is that having paid the access cost, animals may re-schedule their

behaviour to increase the rate of consumption of the resource when visits are costly. For
example, rats that have to lever-press in order to reach food, eat the food at a faster rate,

!the greater the number of lever presses that are required to gain access Collier et al.,
.1990; Collier and Johnson, 1997 . Similarly, mice working for nesting material, show

! .shorter latencies to interact with the resource, the higher the access cost Roper, 1973 .
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One reason for this is that animals may delay paying the cost until highly motivated to
use the resource, and high motivation can increase the rate at which behaviour is

! .performed e.g., McFarland, 1971 . If this is true for the range of resources investigated
in welfare studies, then measuring the time animals spend with a resource will not

!accurately represent consumption. Nevertheless, the time spent with the resource either
measured directly, or in terms of the number of fixed-length access periods an animal

.works for has commonly been used as a measure of consumption with which to
!construct demand functions or measure income elasticity e.g., Dawkins, 1983; Faure

.and Lagedic, 1994; Matthews and Ladewig, 1994; Sherwin and Nicol, 1996 . The extent
to which this might be a problem for welfare research has not been investigated.
A second implication of imposing costs on access is that, unless time per visit is fixed

! .cf. Matthews and Ladewig, 1994 , the animal may respond to higher entry fees not only
by decreasing the number of visits to the resource, but also by spending longer on each
visit. Consequently, total time spent with the resource can be defended without
necessarily incurring a higher total cost. This effect has been observed in a number of

!species and for several different types of resource e.g., Larkin and McFarland, 1978;
Collier et al., 1990; Sherwin and Nicol, 1995, 1996; Cooper and Appleby, 1996; Cooper

.and Mason, 1997 . Such behavioural re-scheduling raises questions over the use of
access costs to produce demand curves. This is because the activities under study may
appear inelastic, not because they are important, but because the animals are performing

! .each activity in fewer, longer visits Mason et al., 1997, 1998 . However, the extent to
which such behavioural re-scheduling occurs in practise, especially at higher costs, has,
again, not been fully investigated.
In this study, we recorded the effect of a cost on access on the number and duration

of visits made by American mink to various resource compartments, and on their
behaviour once they had overcome the entry fees. To do this we used video-tape to
record the minks’ behaviour for an 8-h period on each test day. Like many studies that
manipulate the cost of activities, this technique rests on the assumption that the
treatments’ effects during the observation period is representative of their effects overall
! .Larkin and McFarland, 1978; Collier et al., 1990; Cooper and Appleby, 1996 . We
recorded the latency to interact with each resource, the total time spent interacting with
it, and the number and duration of bouts of interaction for each resource. We predicted
that higher entry fees would reduce the number of visits to each compartment, while
increasing the length of each visit. We also anticipated that higher entry fees would
affect interaction with each resource during visits by, for example, reducing the latency
to interact with each resource.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental subjects

! .We used the American mink Mustela Õison as our experimental species. These are
semi-aquatic mustelids, which patrol extensive territories, hunt and kill prey on land and

! .in water, cache food and occupy several different nest sites Dunstone, 1993 . They are
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! .also commercially farmed for their fur Danish Fur Breeders Association, 1985 , where
they are housed in wire cages with access to food, water and nest box, but with little

! .opportunity to perform many activities found in the wild Dunstone, 1993 .
Six unrelated 6-month old wild type mink were used in this experiment. These were

three males weighing 1750, 1775 and 1925 g and three females weighing 1025, 1100
and 1175 g. The mink were born on a commercial mink farm and moved with their
mothers to farm cages in Oxford at 5 weeks of age. The mink were weaned at 11 weeks
of age and the six experimental mink were housed in farm cages as male–female pairs
with a non-experimental littermate until 6 months of age. This represents normal
practice on mink farms where the majority of mink are housed as male:female pairs until
slaughter at 6 months.

2.2. Experimental apparatus

For testing, we housed the mink singly in commercial conditions but with access to a
number of additional resources in a closed economy test arena. This included a home

! . ! .cage home : a conventional wire farm cage L: 600 mm=W: 300 mm=H: 450 mm ,
! .containing a bowl of food James Wellbeloved ferret feed, provided ad libitum , water

! .bottle and a wooden enclosed nest site L: 250 mm=W: 300 mm=H: 250 mm . This
! .was connected via wire corridors W: 150 mm=H: 200 mm to seven similar sized

! .compartments Fig. 1 . Six of these compartments contained a resource. The six
! .resources were: a wire box of hay that acted as an alternative nest site hay ; a bathtub

! .beneath the cage, with water to a depth of 150 mm that allowed mink to swim bath ; a
! .raised wire platform L: 300 mm=W: 200 mm=H: 150 mm that allowed mink to

! .climb to a viewpoint 1500 mm above the roof of the test arena platform ; a wire
! .cylinder similar to that used by Hansen 1988 to reduce stereotypic behaviour in mink

! .cylinder ; novel objects such as wellington boots, traffic cones, drain pipes, funnels,

Fig. 1. Plan view of the test arena showing the home compartment, that is connected to seven compartments
including the bath compartment by a wire corridor.
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! .bottles and brushes that were changed each day novel ; and small pliable objects, such
as tennis balls on elastic cord and cat toys, which allowed manipulative and possibly

! . ! .predatory behaviour toys . The seventh compartment was empty empty to act as a
control for door opening per se and for patrolling or monitoring behaviour. Entry and
exit to each compartment was restricted by one-way doors, which weighed 50 g without
door weights. To control for positional bias, each resource was placed a different
compartment for each mink.

2.3. Experimental protocol

Each mink received 2 days of exposure to the test apparatus with unrestricted access
to all eight compartments prior to testing over 5 successive days. Mink received food
and water ad libitum for the duration of the test period. Each day, prior to the start of
video recording the new cost was imposed on access to each resource compartment by
adding a weight to the one-way indoor. The five weights that we used, 0, 250, 500, 750
or 1000 g, were each imposed for 24 h, and allocated in a random order so as to avoid
order effects. No weight was imposed on the entry of the home cage or on the exit doors
of any resource compartment. In addition, the food bowl and water bottle were topped
up, the old novel object was removed and a new novel object introduced to the novel
object compartment.
We sampled each mink’s behaviour for 8 h a day, by recording on video continuously

from 0800 to 1600 h on each test day. From the videos, we recorded entries to each
! . !compartment all 4 feet past the entry door , exits from each compartment all 4 feet out
. !of the exit door , and failed attempts to enter compartments mink opens door but does

.not enter compartment . We recorded bouts of nine activities that were confined to
! .particular compartments: occupying nest box and feeding both in home compartment ,

! .drinking either from water bottle or bath , manipulating novel object, manipulating
toys, manipulating cylinder, swimming, occupying box of hay and occupying raised
platform. These types of behaviour are henceforth referred to as ‘‘resource use’’. We
also recorded three activities that were not confined to specific compartments: grooming,
general locomotion and being inactive. From these focal samples, it was possible to
calculate the number and duration of visits to each compartment as well as the number
of failed attempts to open each entry door. We also calculated time budgets for each
activity, as well as the number and duration of bouts of interaction with each resource
and the latency to interact with each resource having entered the resource compartment.

2.4. Analysis of data

Minitab 11 was used for both the summary statistics presented in the text, figures and
! .tables of Section 3 means"standard errors and for statistical analysis of this data. For

analysis, the number of visits and bouts, their duration and the latency to interact were
log transformed. All time budgets were proportions of the entire observation period, so
were angular transformed for analysis. We used a general linear model to investigate the
effect of door-weight on the use of each resource. For this, the data for each activity was

! . ! .blocked by mink dfs4 nested within sex dfs1 with the day of testing as a
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! .categorical factor dfs4 and the door weight as a co-variant. This had the effect of
treating door-weight as a continuous factor with a single degree of freedom. This left 19
residual degrees of freedom for each activity that was analysed. In this way, it was
possible to detect not only the effect of entry fee, but also the direction of that effect
from the analysis of co-variance.

3. Results

3.1. Visits to each compartment

The mink did not evenly distribute their time over the eight compartments, but chose
! .to spend most of their time in the home cage 31.2% of all observed time or in the hay

! .compartment 38.1% . Mink spent 6.6% of the observation period in the bath compart-
ment, 6.0% in the novel object compartment, 3.9% in the platform compartment, 2.4%
in the toys compartment, and only 1.1% in the cylinder compartment and 0.7% in the
empty compartment. Mink spent the remaining 10.1% of the observation time in the
connecting tunnels. Mink chose to visit some compartments more often than others, with
the home and novel compartments receiving the most visits when all compartments were

! .not weighted, and the cylinder and empty compartments the fewest Fig. 2 .
Increasing door weight significantly reduced the number of visits to each weighted

! .compartment Fig. 2 . Increasing door weight reduced the number of visits to hay
! . ! . !F s11.7, p-0.01 , novel object F s18.9, p-0.001 , bath F s21.5,1,19 1,19 1,19

. ! . ! .p-0.001 , platform F s11.2, p-0.01 , toys F s33.3, p-0.001 , cylinder1,19 1,19
! . ! .F s14.8, p-0.01 and empty compartments F s21.6, p-0.001 . Increasing1,19 1,19
door-weight on the other compartments did not affect the number of visits to the home

! .cage F s1.13, p)0.05 . There was no significant difference in the total number of1,19

Fig. 2. The effect of door weight on the mean number of visits to the unweighted home cage and each resource
compartment.
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! .visits performed by each mink F s1.48, p)0.05 , nor a difference between males4,19
! .and females F s1.56, p)0.05 . There was an effect of day of testing on the total1,19

! .number of compartment visits GLM; F s4.41, p-0.01 , with more compartment4,19
! . ! . ! .visits on the first day of testing 116"12 , than on days 2 91"9 , 3 77"8 , 4

! . ! .90"9 or 5 85"8 .
Increasing the door weight also affected the mean duration of visits to some of the

! .weighted compartments Fig. 3 . Increasing door weight increased the duration of visits
! . ! . !to hay F s25.2, p-0.001 , novel object F s14.7, p-0.01 , bath F s1,19 1,19 1,19

. ! . !6.04, p-0.001 , platform F s16.2, p-0.001 and toys compartments F s1,19 1,19
. !26.7, p-0.001 . There was no change in the duration of visits to cylinder F s1.5,1,19

. ! .p)0.05 and empty compartments F s1.1, p)0.05 and no significant change in1,19
! .the duration of visits to the home cage F s0.45, p)0.05 . There was no1,19

significant individual variation between mink in duration of visits to any of the resource
! .compartments F -2.27, p)0.05 for each compartment and no difference between4,19

! .male and female mink F -1.14, p)0.05 for each compartment . The test day had1,19
!no effect on duration of visits to any resource compartment F -2.12, p)0.05 for4,19

.each compartment .
Increasing door weight had no effect on time spent in the hay compartment

! . ! .F s0.7, p)0.05 Fig. 4 . There were, however, significant declines in time spent1,19
! . ! .in the novel object F s6.9, p)0.05 , bath F s8.5, p-0.01 , platform1,19 1,19

! . ! . ! .F s14.2, p-0.01 , toys F s9.3, p-0.001 , cylinder F s8.8, p-0.011,19 1,19 1,19
! .and empty compartments F s7.6, p-0.01 with increased door weight. Increasing1,19

door weight for the resource compartments had no effect on the time spent in the home
! .compartment GLM; F s1.4, p)0.05 , but there was an increase in time spent in1,19

! .the corridor with higher access costs GLM; F s12.4, p-0.01 . Again, there was1,19
!no individual variation in time spent with each resource F -2.27, p)0.05 for each4,19

. !resource and no difference between the two sexes F -1.78, p)0.05 for each1,19

Fig. 3. The effect of door weight on the mean duration of visits to the unweighted home cage and each
! .resource compartment in seconds except for visits to hay compartment in units of 10 s .
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Fig. 4. The effect of door weight on the percentage of time spent in the unweighted home cage and each
resource compartment. All percentages plotted against primary y-axis apart from home and hay.

.resource . There was, however, an effect of day of testing on time spent in the home
! . ! .cage GLM; F s5.49, p-0.05 , and in the toy cage GLM; F s11.2, p-0.01 ,4,19 4,19

where mink spent less time over the 5 test days. There was also a change in time in the
! .hay compartment over the 5 days GLM; F s9.4, p-0.01 with mink spending4,19

more time in the hay compartment over the course of the experiment.
Increasing door weight also affected the number of failed attempts to enter resource

!compartments, with an overall increase in the number of failures GLM; F s4.42,1,19
. ! .p-0.05 . Most failures occurred with a door weight of 1000 g 34"4 failures , then

! .750 g 22"3 and there was little difference in the average number of failures between
! . ! . ! .the 500 g 17"4 , 250 g 17"3 and 0 g 18"3 . The impact of higher entry fees was

! .not, however, consistent over the seven resource compartments Fig. 5 . An increase in
!door weight resulted in an increase in failed attempts to visit hay F s29.6,1,19

Fig. 5. The effect of door weight on the mean number of failed attempts to enter the unweighted home cage
and each resource compartment.
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. ! . !p-0.001 , novel object F s15.3, p-0.001 and bath compartments F s11.1,1,19 1,19
.p-0.01 . There was no change in the number of failed attempts to visit platform

! . ! .F s2.2, p)0.05 and toys compartments F s1.3, p)0.05 with higher1,19 1,19
access costs. There were, in contrast, declines in the number of failed attempts to visit

! . ! .cylinder F s13.6, p-0.01 and empty compartments F s12.1, p-0.01 with1,19 1,19
higher entry fees. In addition, some compartments were abandoned at the higher door
weights. All mink overcame each door weight to visit the hay, novelty, bath and
platform compartments. One mink did not overcome the 1000 g door to visit the
platform compartment, while two mink did not overcome the 1000 g door to visit the
toys. Three mink did not overcome the weights of 750 g to visit the cylinder and four
mink would not overcome the same weight to visit the empty compartment. Finally,
none of the mink would open the 1000 g weight to visit either the empty compartment
or the cylinder compartment.

3.2. BehaÕiour in each compartment

Overall the mink spent 21.7% of the 8-h observation period in the nest box and
35.1% in the hay box, of which 3.2% of their time was spent manipulating the hay,
3.1% grooming and 28.7% resting or inactive. Mink spent 5.3% of their time manipulat-
ing novel objects, and 4.9% swimming in the bath, 1.5% manipulating the toys, 2.3%

! .feeding, 1.6% drinking 1.1% from bath, 0.5% from bottle , 1.9% in the platform and
0.4% manipulating the cylinder. The rest of the minks’ time was spent on general

! . ! .locomotion 14.5% , grooming 2.6% or being inactive in the rest of the test arena
! . ! .7.3% . There were day effects on the minks’ behaviour Table 1 . Mink showed a
decline in time spent in general locomotion, in manipulation of toys and cylinder, and in
nest building in the hay box as the experiment progressed. At the same time there was
an increase in resting in the hay box, in grooming and in time spent in the nest box.
Feeding, drinking, swimming and use of the novel object and platform were unaffected
by test day.
Increasing door weight increased the likelihood of mink interacting with resources

! 2 .once they had entered a resource compartment X )13.3, p-0.001 for each resource .
The likelihood of swimming increased from 62% of visits with the lowest door weight
to 100% of visits with 1000 g. Similarly the likelihood of interacting with toys, the hay
box and novel objects each rose to 100% of visits with the highest door weight
compared with respectively 54%, 71% and 76% of visits with the lowest door weight.
Platform use rose from 79% of visits with 0 g to 95% of visits with 1000 g, while

!cylinder use also rose from 37% of visits with 0 g to 75% of visits with 750 g but
.returned to 0% with 1000 g as no mink visited the cylinder with the highest cost .

In those visits, where mink did use the resource, the latency from entering the
resource compartment to interacting with the resource fell with door weight for all of the

! .resources Fig. 6 . This effect was found for the latencies to climb into the platform
! . ! . !F s6.4, p-0.05 , to interact with hay F s15.7, p-0.01 , to swim F s1,19 1,19 1,19

. ! .16.4, p-0.01 , to manipulate the novel object F s6.1, p-0.05 , the toys1,19
! . ! .F s8.7, p-0.05 and the cylinder F s6.7, p-0.05 .1,19 1,19
The door weight also affected the number and duration of bouts of activity with

resources, though these were not consistent across all resources. There were fewer bouts
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Table 1
The percentage of each video observation spent in the home cage nest box, feeding, drinking from the nipple
drinker, nest building in the hay box, grooming in the hay box, resting in the hay box and the total time in the
hay box, manipulating the novel object, swimming, in the platform, manipulating toys and the cylinder, on
general locomotion, grooming and resting outside of the nest or hay boxes and the total time resting
irrespective of location in the test arena
Test statistic F from repeated measure analysis of variance on angular transformed data.
U p-0.05, UU p-0.01, UUU p-0.001.

Test day 1 2 3 4 5 F4,19
UIn nest box 21.6"2.0 19.4"2.1 23.4"1.8 14.4"2.1 15.1"2.2 8.16

Feed 2.0"0.1 1.8"0.1 2.6"0.1 2.3"0.1 2.6"0.1 0.45
Drink 1.2"0.0 1.0"0.0 1.1"0.1 1.2"0.0 1.2"0.0 0.15

UUBuild nest in hay 5.6"0.4 4.6"0.5 2.1"0.2 1.1"0.0 1.0"0.0 15.2
UGroom in hay 1.8"0.1 2.1"0.1 2.6"0.1 3.3"0.2 5.8"0.3 9.81

UURest in hay 19.9"2.9 25.5"3.6 29.0"3.1 37.7"3.9 44.6"4.3 13.5
UUUAll time in hay 27.3"3.9 33.2"4.0 33.7"3.5 41.1"4.2 51.4"4.3 21.5

Novel object 6.2"0.6 8.0"0.8 6.1"0.8 5.1"0.7 6.9"0.6 1.11
Swim 7.0"0.7 6.9"0.7 4.9"0.7 5.2"0.6 5.9"0.5 2.12
Occupy platform 2.4"0.3 2.5"0.2 3.0"0.3 2.2"0.2 2.6"0.2 0.95

UManipulating toys 5.5"0.5 1.3"0.3 1.8"0.3 1.4"0.2 0.4"0.1 7.82
UManipulating cylinder 1.0"0.0 0.4"0.0 0.3"0.0 0.2"0.0 0.2"0.0 5.33
ULocomotion 19.0"2.3 16.6"2.1 15.7"2.0 14.1"1.6 7.4"1.1 7.22

Groom 1.8"0.2 3.1"0.2 2.7"0.3 3.9"0.2 1.3"0.2 2.23
Other inactive 6.8"0.4 9.0"1.1 7.2"1.2 9.9"0.9 4.5"0.7 2.41
Inactivernest box 47.3"5.2 53.9"6.1 62.3"6.1 64.9"7.1 65.5"6.7 13.1U

! . !of time spent in the hay box F s7.2, p-0.05 and manipulating toys F s4.8,1,19 1,19
. ! . ! .p-0.05 and novel objects per visit F s5.2, p-0.05 Fig. 7 . In contrast1,19

!increasing door weight caused an increase in the number bouts of swimming F s6.2,1,19

Fig. 6. The effect of door weight on the mean latency in seconds from entering each resource compartment to
interaction with the resource.
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Fig. 7. The effect of door weight on the mean number of bouts of interaction with each resource per
compartment visit.

. ! .p-0.05 and platform occupancy F s16.4, p-0.01 . These two activities also1,19
!had shorter inter-bout intervals GLM; F s8.81 for bath, p-0.05; F s14.2, for1,19 1,19

.platform, p-0.01 with higher door weights. There was no change in the number of
! .bouts of interaction with the cylinder F s0.9, p)0.05 with higher door weights.1,19

The effect of door weight on the duration of these bouts of resource interaction also
! .differed between the six resources Fig. 8 . There were increases in the duration of bouts

! . ! .of interaction with hay F s8.1, p-0.05 , novel object F s5.8, p-0.05 and1,19 1,19

Fig. 8. The effect of door weight on the mean duration of bouts of interaction with each resource in units of
seconds for each resource except for the hay box in units of 10 s.
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! .toys F s8.1, p-0.05 as the door weight increased. In contrast, there were no1,19
! .changes in duration of bouts of interaction with bath F s0.4, p)0.05 , platform1,19

! . ! .F s0.7, p)0.05 and cylinder F s0.6, p)0.05 with higher door weights.1,19 1,19
As a consequence of the shorter latencies to interact with resources, increasing

likelihood to interact with the resources and changes in the number and duration of
bouts of interaction with the resources, there was a decrease in dead-time, i.e., time
spent in each resource compartment, but not interacting with the resource, as door

!weight increased. This was true for each resource GLM; F )5.1 for each resource,1,19
.p-0.05 apart from the cylinder. Thus, although the total time in the compartments fell,

there was no change in time spent in the resource-specific activities of manipulating the
! . ! .novel objects F s0.5, p)0.05 , swimming F s0.5, p)0.05 , or using the1,19 1,19

! . ! .hay box F s0.3, p)0.05 with door weight Fig. 9 . Time spent occupying the1,19
! . ! .platform F s4.2, p-0.05 , manipulating toys F s5.7, p-0.05 and manipu-1,19 1,19

! .lating the cylinder F s13.2, p-0.01 , however, all declined significantly with1,19
higher door weights.
To quantify these differences between resources, we calculated a price elasticity of

!demand from the slope of the relationship between consumption time spent in
. !resource-specific activity and price plotted on log–log co-ordinates Lea, 1978; Collier

. !et al., 1990; Matthews and Ladewig, 1994; Houston, 1997 . When log time spent
. ! .interacting with the resource was plotted against log weight , then the slopes for

! . ! . ! .cylinder bsy1.81 , toys bsy0.62 and platform bsy0.32 were significantly
! . ! . ! .steeper t )2.32, p-0.01 than those of swimming bsy0.03 , hay bsy0.005

! . ! .and novelty bsy0.02 . Similarly, log time spent in compartment plotted against
! . !log weight for the empty compartment had a significantly steeper slope bsy1.41,

.t )2.32, p-0.01 than would be expected from a commodity with an inelastic5
! .demand bs0 .

Fig. 9. The effect of door weight on the percentage of observed time spent interacting with each resource. All
resources plotted against primary y-axis apart for hay.
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4. Discussion

Imposing costs on the access to various resources had two types of effect on the
minks’ behaviour: firstly, they affected how often, and for how long, the animals visited
each compartment, and, secondly, they affected how they behaved once they had paid
the access cost. The drop in number of compartment visits is consistent with the

!increased door-weight imposing a cost on access to the resources Sherwin and Nicol,
. ! .1995 and a cost on switching between resources Larkin and McFarland, 1978 . Our

use of a range of costs allowed us to assess the impact such changes might have on
experiments using access fees to assess captive animals’ behavioural priorities.
As the cost of access was increased, mink responded with an increased likelihood of

interaction with the resource on each visit, a decrease in the latency to interact with
resource once the cost of access had been paid and longer bout lengths or more bouts
per visit. Thus, ‘dead-time’ in compartments decreased at high costs. The details of how
bout lengths were affected varied between activities, presumably reflecting how the

!activities’ costs and benefits are related to bout length Sibly and McFarland, 1976;
.Toates, 1980 . Activities such as manipulation of the novel objects and the manipulation

of the toys, were defended by increasing bout lengths. This high variability in bout
length may reflect greater flexibility in the activity pattern andror indicate that the value
of interaction with the resource does not rapidly decline with prolongation of a bout.
Other activities such as swimming and platform occupation had more fixed bout lengths,
but more bouts of the activity pattern were performed per visit. This may reflect
relatively stereotyped patterns of behaviour, andror indicate that the marginal value of
extending a bout of these activities is relatively low. This may be either because there

! .are high costs to persevering with an activity such as not breathing while diving , or
because most of the activity’s value is gained at the start of each bout. For example, if
the function of climbing into the platform was monitoring of the local environment, then
little more information might be gathered by lengthening bouts of platform occupancy.
The changes in latency to interact and dead-time with different entry fees has some

implications for the motivational mechanisms involved in switching between activities.
The increase in the intensity of performance of each activity following costly switches is
suggestive of a build up of internal motivational factors, similar to the rebound in

! .activity following a period of deprivation Hinde, 1970; Dawkins, 1988 . As in our
! .study, Larkin and McFarland 1978 found that imposing a cost between activities

! .caused bout lengths to increase. McFarland 1989 argued that this is because the cost on
changing is perceived by the animal as a decrease in the incentive value of the resource.
If this is indeed the case, the internal motivational state required to overcome a high
entry fee will be greater than the motivational state required to overcome low costs on
access. This should be manifest as more intense interaction with the resource once the
cost has been overcome, so our data appear to support McFarland’s hypothesis.
Furthermore, as a consequence of changes in behaviour in the resource compartment,

the mink spent a greater part of each visit using the resource as the cost on access
increased. This has practical consequences for experiments aimed at assessing be-
havioural priorities, as it illustrates the dangers of relying solely on time spent with the
resource as the measure of consumption. The time spent with the resource has
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commonly been used as a measure of consumption with which to construct demand
!functions or income elasticities Dawkins, 1983; Faure and Lagedic, 1994; Matthews

.and Ladewig, 1994; Sherwin and Nicol, 1996 . While it may be relatively straightfor-
ward to measure time with resources using automatic monitors such as reed switches or

!photo-beams across compartment entrances and exits Dawkins, 1983; Nicol and
.Guilford, 1991; Sherwin and Nicol, 1996 , or by limiting visits to prescribed lengths of

!time and recording the number of these visits that are worked for Matthews and
.Ladewig, 1994 , our study clearly shows that time spent in resource compartments is not

the same as time spent interacting with the resource, and also that the relationship
between the two varies with the access cost. Specifically, our data reveal that measuring
time spent in a resource compartment can over-estimate actual use particularly at low
access costs. Thus, if experiments find a decline in the time an animal spends with a
resource as access cost increase, this may reflect an increased rate and efficiency of
usage rather than a true decline in consumption.
Imposing an entry fee had a partially predictable effect on visits to the resource

compartments. As we had expected, the mink paid fewer visits to each resource
compartment and there was an increase in the duration of visits for most resource
compartments, though not for the cylinder and empty compartment. Similar responses to

!costs on switching or costs on access have previously been reported in doves Larkin
. !and McFarland, 1978 , mice Collier et al., 1990; Sherwin and Nicol, 1996; Warburton

. ! .and Nicol, 1998 and hens Cooper and Appleby, 1997 . This supports the general
methodological recommendation that imposing a cost on access for an unlimited time

!does not allow the production of a rank order of behavioural priorities Mason et al.,
.1998 . Specifically, it is difficult to use the resultant data to distinguish between the

value of different resources, since demand functions will artificially suggest that the
!demand for many resources is inelastic e.g., Roper, 1975; Collier et al., 1990; Cooper

.and Appleby, 1996; Sherwin, 1996 .
In this study, mink re-scheduled their behaviour to fully defend swimming, novel

object manipulation and hay box occupation. However, the mink did not do so for
platform occupation, and manipulation of the wire cylinder and toys during the
observation period. The total time they spent in the empty compartment also declined
with access cost. Thus, the total time spent performing some activities was not defended,
even though some behavioural re-scheduling occurred. This difference was clear when
we plotted log–log plots of consumption vs. access cost. We term the resultant values
‘pseudo-elasticity’ rather than true elasticity of demand, because they are not based on
changes in direct costs of consumption. From our data, the pseudo-elasticity of demand
for hay, novel objects and bath was inelastic, since the values did not significantly differ
from zero, whereas the demand for toys, the cylinder, the platform and the empty
compartment appeared to be elastic, with values greater than zero.
This failure to defend time spent doing some activities despite behavioural re-sched-

uling could be for two reasons. The first reason is that there are limitations on the
animals’ ability to re-schedule certain activities. This may be because the patterns of
certain behaviours are so stereotyped that the mink cannot re-schedule bouts of
interaction to compensate for fewer visits, or because the motivation for these activities
does not increase with deprivation, such that the mink do not increase intensity of
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interaction once they gain access to relevant resources. There was, however, little
evidence for either of these explanations in our study. Firstly, non-defended resources
such as the platform, toys and cylinder showed similar changes in intensity of interac-
tion, such as shorter latencies to interact with increased entry fees as defended resources
such as novel objects, hay-box and bath. Secondly, increased door weight had similar
effects on the number and length of bouts of interaction on defended and non-defended
resources with only cylinder use showing neither an increase in number or duration of
bouts with higher access costs.
The second reason is that the mink in our study actually did place a higher value on

the hay box, novelty objects and the bath, and a lower value on the platform, toys,
cylinder and empty compartment. There is supportive evidence for this explanation.
First, all our mink overcome the heaviest door weight for novelty, bath and hay.
However, no mink overcame this weight to visit the empty or the cylinder compartment,
two mink did not visit the toys and one mink did not visit the platform with the 1000 g
door weight. Second, the number of failed attempts to enter compartments increased at
higher weights for the bath, hay box and novel objects, as if for these resources, mink
would persist even though often not able to easily open the heavy doors. In contrast,
there was no change for the platform and toys, while the number of failures decreased
with door weight for the cylinder and the empty compartment, as if mink were less
persistent in the face of failure for these commodities. Thus, the maximum door weights
mink were prepared to push and the minks’ apparent persistence in the face of failed
attempts to open heavy doors suggest that the bath, hay and novel objects were valued
by our experimental subjects. They also suggest that the empty compartment and the
wire cylinder were least valued by our mink and that the platform and toys held an
intermediate position. This mirrors our results for pseudo-elasticity of demand, so the
demand curves yielded by imposing high entry fees for unlimited access may not be as
unrepresentative of behavioural priorities as we have previously argued.
In conclusion, experiments that use access costs to assess behavioural priorities,

should record data that more accurately reflects consumption than mere time spent with
a resource. The use of certain resources, such as wheel running or food consumption,

! .may be measured as weight eaten or revolutions turned cf., e.g., Collier et al., 1990 .
! .For other activities such as social interaction Matthews and Ladewig, 1994 , dust

! . !bathing Dawkins, 1983; Faure and Lagedic, 1994 and exploratory behaviour Cooper
.and Appleby, 1997 , direct observation should be used to generate data on the time spent

actually engaged in each activity. Alternatively, attempts to measure animal priorities
could use methodologies that do not rely on the graded measurement of consumption.

!One such measure is the maximum price paid for access Griffiths et al., 1978; Cooper
.and Mason, 1997; and also Varian, 1996 for economists’ use of ‘‘reservation prices’’ .
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